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C ontact: Doug Emlen, UM biological sciences assistant professor, (406) 243-2535.
UM SCIENTIST RECEIVES $650,000 CAREER AWARD
MISSOULA Doug Emlen, an insect biologist and assistant professor at The University of Montana,
has been awarded a $650,000 Faculty Early Career Development grant from the National
Science Foundation.
Such awards encourage the early development of academic careers that stimulate the
discovery process through exciting research, inspired teaching and enthusiastic learning.
"Career grants are awarded to only a few young science faculty nationally through an
extremely competitive review and approval process," said Don Christian, associate dean of
UM’s Division of Biological Sciences. "These grants go to early-career faculty who have
already shown they are committed to groundbreaking research and educating the next
generation of scientists."
Emlen said the five-year grant will help integrate undergraduate research with the core
biological sciences curriculum at UM, and Emlen will design some new courses. His award
also will enhance U M ’s Project IBS-CORE (Integrated Biological Science Courses Organized
Around Research), which is intended to involve more undergraduate students in biological
research.
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Much of Emlen’s research revolves around the study of evolutionary biology using a
small variety of rhinoceros beetle. He has found that male beetles have tremendous diversity in
the size and shape of their horns, and some invest more energy into growing their horns —
relative to their size — than a bull moose does antlers. Big-homed beetles are better fighters,
out horns may grow at the expense of other body parts. Depending on the species, big horns
may mean smaller eyes, wings or antennae, giving hornless beetles certain advantages.
"As we tease apart the factors shaping the horns," Emlen said, "we are realizing just
how intricate and numerous are the connections between ecology, evolution and development."
Besides being an active researcher, Emlen is an enthusiastic instructor who teaches
classes such as Insect Biology, Insect Behavior and Evolution, and Advanced Topics in Sexual
Selection.
Christian said Emlen’s career grant is the third recently awarded to UM life sciences
faculty. "This attests to the high caliber of scientific research and education being conducted at
UM," he said.
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